Finger Rhythm Hopscotch

Objective: Collect as many points, by hopscotching the correct rhythm card.

Step 1: Shuffle Cards

Step 2: Player one chooses a card from the pile and flips it over to see the rhythm.

Step 3: Player one uses which ever finger number is shown in the star. That finger is the one that will tap the rhythm to the star.

Step 4. Tap that finger number to the star correctly and earn that many points shown in the star. For example, if you tap
the rhythm to a 3rd finger card and get the rhythm correct, you keep the card and earn 3 points.

Step 5: Player 2 repeats step 2 - 4.

Step 6: When all the cards have been played each player counts up their points to see who the winner is.

The number in the star shows what finger number to use to tap the rhythm as well as how many points will be earned for tapping the rhythm correctly.

This is the order of how to tap each rhythm. Start with number one, tap the rhythm the go to number 2 tap rhythm number 3, and so on.